
Xingyi company is a professional designer and manufacturer of surface finishing equipment 

and supporting environmental protection equipment, mainly including a variety of automatic 

production lines for plastic electroplating, copper electroplating, zinc electroplating, nickel 

electroplating, chrome electroplating, oxidation, electrophoresis, barrel electroplating, circular 

electroplating, etc. Meanwhile, according to our customers’ requirement of environmental 

protection, our electroplating equipment can be designed to be equipped with complete equipment 

for wastewater treatment, recycling of waste water, waste gas treatment and water purification. We 

have won wide praise and good reputation from our customers by our advanced technology, 

superior quality, friendly price and good service.  

Technology updating is a never-ending pursuit at Xingyi, so that we can not only save space 

to the maximum extent and achieve a precision layout, but also do the maintenance, upgrading and 

reconstruction easily. Our company takes “to solve the environmental problem from the source” as 

an idea, firstly, we reduce pollution and discharge. Solve the rare problems of environmental 

protection and energy consumption in the stable way. Standing on the issue of customers’ point of 

view, we will help our customers to be the environmental protection pioneers with minimal cost. 

We are used to optimizing the design details in advance, and showing our customers the 3D 

modeling of the whole lines before the production, which contribute to reasonable layout of whole 

lines, logistics optimization, avoid of multiple accident and contradiction, and great reduction of 

later installation cost. 

To be mentioned particularly, our company has already developed an automatic control 

system independently, which has the functions of parameter setting and modification, data display, 

equipment condition monitoring, alarm and so on. With the remote control system, our technicians 

are able to acquire the running situation of equipment anywhere and anytime, and when 

exceptional situations happen, we can write and update the programs of the equipment at other 

sites. 

Our company has been the domestic leading supplier in the industry, in the past years, we 

have designed, manufactured and installed various forms of surface finishing equipment and 

environmental protection equipment for many national defense agencies, military industry 

enterprises, specified parts suppliers of Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Audi, China-overseas joint venture, 

and listed companies, such as Beijing BIA auto parts Co., Ltd, Shanghai Aircraft Manufacturing 

Co., Ltd. and so on. Additionally, our equipment has been exported to the USA, the South Korea, 

Thailand, Burma and other countries and regions. Under the professional technical exchanges and 

cooperation at home and abroad, our technology has been improved continuously and the brand 

image is reinforced.  

 “To live with high quality, to develop with technology, to get credit with good service, to 

be friends with sincerity” is our purpose forever. We always hope we can work together with our 

customers, collogues and other industry enterprise in providing a quality service with sincerity. 

Welcome to our company! 

 

Wuxi Xingyi Painting And Environmental Protection Equipment Co., Ltd. 

Add: Dongfeng Industrial Park, Outang, Qianqiao Town, Wuxi City, Jiangsu ,China 

Tel: 86-510-83292999          Fax: 86-510-83293128 

Mail: xenyi@xenyi.com 

Web: http://www.xenyi.com 
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